Single Mom Style

Single Mom Style, the blog, began as a
way to reach out to others who were
looking to understand the wreckage of
divorce. It evolved into a collection of
witty stories, heartbreaking tears, and
lessons learned. The author takes you on
her personal journey of being a single mom
and shows you the light at the end of the
tunnel. From playdates and parenting to
divorce and dating, this single moms
journey will inspire you along yours. It
wasnt until my daughter was born when I
woke up. I reevaluated my life as an
example to my daughter. Is the kind of life
Im living now the kind of life I wanted for
my daughter? The answer was no. And if I
thought she deserves better, so did I. She
was my game-changer, and I changed the
game You know how people say things
have to get worse before they get better,
well they were absolutely right I hit rock
bottom. I was everything I never wanted to
be... The good thing about hitting rock
bottom was there was only one way to go
up.
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life -- except, say, Madonna, who was also parenting solo at the time. If she can do it, I can, I usedThe Dating Scene
(Single-Mom Style). You had me at hello. Dorothy, from the movie Jerry Maguire. When youre suddenly single, after
being married for a longSingle Mom Style, the blog, began as a way to reach out to others who were looking to
understand the wreckage of divorce. It evolved into a collection of witty I remember being grateful early on to grow up
in an all female household. Living with only my single mom and sister made things like
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